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Creating a 3D Printed Bipedal Robot’s Ankle
and Foot With Human-Like Motion
Tylise Fitzgerald, Alex Hunt
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Human Ankle and Foot Features:

Abstract

stacked on top of each other.

Humanoid robots are being created to improve our quality of life.
However, current bipedal robots haven’t matched the performance
of humans and are still impractical for commercial use.
One of the Agile and Adaptive Robotics Lab’s goals is to create a humanoid robot whose anatomy is similar to the human body. If this
can be accomplished, we can have a functioning model of the human
body that we can use to improve both humanoid robots’ functions
and the functionality of our own human bodies. This specific project
looks at the creation of the bipedal robot’s 3D printed foot. The main
barriers that are faced during the creation of this type of bipedal robot is the smooth substitution of natural body parts (such as self repairing muscles or complex joints) with human-made parts. Each replacement piece does not match the design of the human parts and
further adjustments have to be made to maintain the robot’s humanlike movements.

Why This Matters

• Ankle is comprised of two hinge joints
• Foot has two joints in the middle to allow

flexibility in the arch
• Each toe is controlled by three joints

One of the goals is to prove that humanoid robot mobility is improved when limbs are directly modeled after the human body.
• Current commercial humanoid robots’ lower limbs do not mimic

the human body’s anatomy

Versions

• Commercial robots walk on flat plates that makes it hard to walk

over rough terrain or to run as fast as humans
Design 1.0:

With new 3D printed design, humanoid robots could:

• Robotics lab’s first simplified foot and ankle design

• Run faster like human sprinter

• Held together by pneumatic actuators

• Easily walk over rough and dangerous terrain

• Only two toes for balance

• Go up and down stairs easier

Design 1.1:
• Version 1.0 ball and socket design was stiff. Made edits to make it

smooth.
• Created a 3D printed “sleeve” to hold the new ankle together.

Our ankle/foot design matches the basic anatomy of the human foot
and ankle. We separated the foot and ankle into multiple 3D printed
pieces at each joint and integrated sleeves, slides, and locks into each
design’s part to hold the whole foot together. This design separates
itself from other robotic foot/ankle designs by matching the exact
range of motion for the human body, providing cushioning through
the arch as the robot walks, and is 100% made out of 3D printed
parts.

• Realized ball and socket design didn’t mimic human ankle mobility.
ASIMO robot
has flat feet

Design 1.2:
• Ankle mimics the motion of the human ankle.
• Design is easy to assemble, has quick slide locks, and

requires no screws.
• Tried to attach to version 1.0 foot, but foot was too tall.

• Connect joints to pneumatic muscles and test the functionality of

Decided to redesign the foot

this design

Challenges

• Determine if any of the simplified joints compromise the robot’s

The ankle and foot must be easy to assemble

•

Parts must be small enough to fit inside of the printer

•

Must account for easy removal of interior supports. (3D printer
creates disposable part “supports” that create rough edges and
are difficult to remove through small holes.)

•

Assembly cannot rely on screws or bolts

•

Foot cannot resemble a simple plate and must provide the same
mobility as the human ankle

•

walking ability
Tibia/Fibula

Must create muscle attachment points that provide the same
torque capabilities as the human foot

• Study how the arch improves humanoid robots’ walking
• If our model of the human body works, we can start using it to test

Joint 2

Create a man made ankle with the same degrees of motion as the
human ankle. (Therefore, no ball in socket ankles)

•

Humans cannot run
well with flat feet

What Is Next

Final Design
•

ATLAS robot
has flat feet

Joint 1

solutions that could improve human lives
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3D Printed Ankle and Foot Features:
• To remove unnecessary and weak joints, each toe

is controlled by one joint (our robot does not
need to “curl” its toes at the moment)
• Design is comprised of about 25 3D printed parts

that are easy to assemble because they do not
use screws or bolts to hold themselves together
• Each part is designed to either lock or slide into

place (like a puzzle box) to create a durable foot

• Ankle is comprised of two hinge joints stacked on

top of each other, matching the human ankle’s
full range of motion and resulting in better force
distribution through the ankle.
• Tibia and Fibula have been combined into one

bone to hold the joint together more easily
• For simplicity, the two joints in the arch are com-

bined into one joint (still allowing mobility in arch)
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